Wheeled security bin
Pulse Dataguard

**Capacity:** 144 litres

**Height:** 1165mm
**Width:** 480mm
**Depth:** 503mm

- Designed to meet the challenges of style, practicality and security
- Angled and tapered aperture to prevent retrieval of paper by hand
- Self closing baffle to prevent contents being emptied out
- Key cannot be removed until the lid is secured in position. Ensuring the bin is never left unlocked
- Scratch resistant labelling
- Designed to be sealed to allow tracking and to prevent unauthorised tampering
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- Durable rotational moulded polyethylene (PE). Excellent impact, fracture and shatter resistance properties.
- Optional internal plastic bag or security bag holder
- Optional fire retardant liner with handles for easy removal (92 litres)
- Optional attachable signage
- Alternative apertures, in WRAP colours, to cover all recycling requirements
- Available in 17 standard colours to compliment all environments

Wheeled recycling bins

CONTACT US
Pulse Environmental Limited
Unit 7 A&B
210 Church Road
Leyton
E10 7JQ
0208 988 2535
sales@pulse-environmental.co.uk
www.pulse-environmental.co.uk